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nQube specializes in AI-powered solutions for 
casinos, focusing primarily on slot floor 
optimization and advanced player segmentation. 
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic and the 
imminent reopening of casinos, we have adapted 
our Reel AI slot floor optimization technology to 
develop strategic slot floor reduction plans 
designed to minimize the economic impact caused 
by temporary player occupancy and slot machine 
count limits. We are also introducing new custom 
simulations of the slot floor that will help 
operators to understand the amount of COVID-19 
contamination on the slot floor under various 
operational scenarios; estimate the frequency of 
player exposure events; find potential 
contamination hot spots; and develop an effective 
cleaning plan designed to maximize player safety.

STRATEGIC OPTIMIZATION OF A PHYSICALLY 
DISTANT SLOT FLOOR

The CDC has recommended physical distancing as 
a protective measure during the pandemic, which 
means maintaining a distance of at least 6 feet 
(approximately 2 metres) between individuals 
when possible. In order to mitigate the spread of 
the virus, casinos may consider temporarily 
shutting off some slot machines or rearranging 
their casino floors to increase the physical distance 
between players. We also anticipate that some 
casinos might impose hard limits on the number of 
players allowed, as a further protective measure.

Turning off a fraction of your slot machines and 
limiting player occupancy is certainly not an 
appealing prospect, but it may be a necessary one 
in many jurisdictions. Combined with the 
possibility of reduced player demand, economic 
losses may occur with simple physical distancing 
strategies, like turning off every other machine. 
These losses can be minimized by taking a 
strategic approach, in which the slot mix is 
optimized within the constraints of a reduced 
floor.
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The key to protecting revenues lies in a careful behavior-based segmentation of your players’ slot 
interests, a data-driven segmentation of slot content, and an AI-based analysis that predicts which slot 
machines your players would likely migrate to if some are temporarily unavailable. A careful analysis of 
the slot floor as a whole will allow you to balance the remaining capacity of the floor with player 
demand, and minimize the economic impact of a partial closure, while keeping your staff and players 
safe.

In addition to our regular slot floor optimization services, nQube will be offering this strategic slot floor 
reduction analysis, while casinos around the world are reopening.

SIMULATIONS OF SLOT FLOOR CONTAMINATION, PLAYER EXPOSURES, AND EFFECTIVE 
CLEANING STRATEGIES 

Monte Carlo simulations are computer experiments that can be used to investigate “what if” scenarios 
for complex systems with many interacting parts – like a casino floor. We have developed simulations 
that use slot data to analyze slot floor contamination and potential player exposures to the virus. Our 
simulations track two different kinds of exposures: contact exposures result from a player contacting a 
contaminated surface, while proximity exposures result from players spending too much time within 
the six-foot (2 metre) physical distancing bubble of another player or staff member.

Our simulations learn how players move around a slot floor and which slot machines that they play. 
This allows us to estimate the level of contamination of each individual slot machine, approximate the 
number of surface contact exposures that occur, and explore the effectiveness of different cleaning 
strategies. We can also calculate the number of cleaning staff required for various operational 
scenarios.

Since our simulations are dynamic, we can also track where proximity exposures are likely to occur on 
the slot floor. If exposure hot spots are discovered, slot placement and cleaning strategies can be 
adjusted to reduce or eliminate them.

The figure above shows contamination rates and player exposures in a casino simulation with 
infected players. Many different scenarios and configurations can be studied using this tool.
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